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the hazard is. Then we tell you what to do to help avoid or reduce the hazard. Please read these
cautions. If you do not, A good place to quickly locate information about the you or others could
be hurt. Symbols are shown along with Notice: These mean there is something that could the
text describing the operation or information damage your vehicle. Page 5 These are some
examples of symbols that may be found on the vehicle The sudden movement could startle and
confuse you, or make you push a pedal when you do not want to. Even if you buckle up, your
safety belts cannot do their job when you are reclined like this. The shoulder belt cannot do its
job because it will not be against your body. To lower the head restraint, press the button,
located on the top of the seatback, and push the restraint down. Only the front head restraints
are adjustable. Both the front and rear head restraints can be removed. Press the button,
located on the top of the seatback, and pull the restraint out from the seatback. Remove or
secure all items before driving. Page 15 3. Continue to fold the seat forward until it locks in the
The levers are located on the rear of the seat near folded position. Pull up on the seatback to be
sure the bottom of either side of the seat. Pull up on one of the two levers located on the Split
Folding Rear Seat rear of the seat near the bottom of either side of the seat. Page 17 5. Pull up
on the knob located on the top of the seatback on the outboard side to release the seatback.
With your other hand, pull the seatback forward. Move the safety belt out of the way before
lowering the seatback. That could A safety belt that is improperly routed, not cause injury to the
person sitting there. Always properly attached, or twisted will not provide pull forward on the
top of the seatback at the the protection needed in a crash. In a belts properly. It also tells you
some things you should collision, people riding in these areas are more not do with safety belts.
Here is why: They work. When you ride in or on anything, you go as fast as You never know if
you will be in a crash. If you do have it goes. Page 21 Put someone on it. Get it up to speed.
Then stop the vehicle. The rider does not stop. Page 22 The person keeps going until stopped
by something. In a real vehicle, it could be the windshield You could be â€” whether you are
wearing a safety belt or not. But you can unbuckle a safety belt, even if you are upside down.
This part is only for people of adult size. You may be an excellent driver, but if you are in an Be
aware that there are special things to know about accident â€” Page 25 5. Move the shoulder
belt height adjuster to the height that is right for you. Improper shoulder belt height adjustment
could reduce the effectiveness of the safety belt in a crash. See Shoulder Belt Height
Adjustment on page Pick up the latch plate and pull the belt across you. Do not let it get twisted.
Page 26 The lap part of the belt should be worn low and snug on the hips, just touching the
thighs. In a crash, this applies force to the strong pelvic bones. And you would be less likely to
slide under the lap belt. If you slid under it, the belt would apply force at your abdomen. Page 27
What is wrong with this? In a crash, you would move forward too much, which could increase
injury. The shoulder belt is too loose. It will not give nearly as much protection this way. Page
28 What is wrong with this? In a crash, the belt would go up over your abdomen. The belt forces
would be there, not at the pelvic bones. Page 29 What is wrong with this? The belt would be
much too high. In a crash, you can slide under the belt. The belt force would then be applied at
the abdomen, not at the pelvic bones, and that could cause serious or fatal injuries. Page 30
What is wrong with this? In a crash, your body would move too far forward, which would

increase the chance of head and neck injury. Also, the belt would apply too much force to the
ribs, which are not as strong as shoulder bones. Page 31 What is wrong with this? In a crash,
you would not have the full width of the belt to spread impact forces. Page Shoulder Belt Height
Adjustment Shoulder Belt Height Adjustment Before you begin to drive, move the shoulder belt
height adjuster to the height that is right for you. Adjust the height so that the shoulder portion
of the belt is centered on your shoulder. The belt should be away from your face and neck, but
not falling off your shoulder. Like all occupants, they are more likely to be belt properly, see
Driver Position on page Page 34 Lap-Shoulder Belt 2. Push the latch plate into the buckle until it
clicks. Pull up on the latch plate to make sure it is secure. All rear seat positions have
lap-shoulder belts. Here is When the shoulder belt is pulled out all the way, how to wear one
properly. Page 35 The shoulder belt should go over the shoulder and across the chest. These
parts of the body are best able to take belt restraining forces. The safety belt locks if there is a
sudden stop or a crash, or if you pull the belt very quickly out of the retractor. Page Rear Safety
Belt Comfort Guides Rear Safety Belt Comfort Guides Rear shoulder belt comfort guides may
provide added safety belt comfort for older children who have outgrown booster seats and for
some adults. When installed on a shoulder belt, the comfort guide positions the belt away from
the neck and head. Page 37 2. Slide the guide under and past the belt. The elastic 3. Then, place
the guide The elastic cord must be under the belt and the over the belt, and insert the two edges
of the guide on top. The person wearing the belt could be seriously injured. The shoulder belt
should go over the shoulder and across the chest. Although you cannot see you should use it.
An older child should wear a lap-shoulder belt and Older Children get the additional restraint a
shoulder belt can provide. The shoulder belt should not cross the face or neck. If the child is
sitting in a seat next to a window, move the child toward the center of the vehicle. Infants and
Young Children Everyone in a vehicle needs protection! This includes infants and all other
children. A baby does not injured or killed. Airbags plus lap-shoulder weigh much â€” Page 44
What are the different types of add-on child restraints? Newborn infants need complete support,
Selection of a particular restraint should take including support for the head and neck. Page 46
A rear-facing infant seat B provides restraint with A forward-facing child seat C-E provides
restraint for the seating surface against the back of the infant. A child restraint system is any
device designed for use in a motor vehicle to restrain, seat, or position children. A built-in child
restraint system is a permanent part of the motor vehicle. Page Securing The Child Within The
Child Restraint Securing an Add-on Child Restraint in When securing an add-on child restraint,
refer to the instructions that come with the restraint which may be on the Vehicle the restraint
itself or in a booklet, or both, and to this manual. The child restraint instructions are important,
so if they are not available, obtain a replacement CAUTION: copy from the manufacturer. Page
50 If your vehicle does not have a rear seat that will accommodate a rear-facing child restraint,
never put a CAUTION: Continued child in a rear-facing child restraint in the right front
passenger seat the unless passenger airbag status can guarantee that an airbag will not deploy
indicator shows off. The LATCH lower anchors and attachments or top tether anchors system
holds a child restraint during driving or in a and attachments. Either will have a single
attachment B to secure the top tether to the anchor. Some top tether-equipped child restraints
are designed for use with or without the top tether being attached. Others require the top tether
always to be attached. Page 53 Lower Anchor and Top Tether To assist you in locating the lower
anchors, each Anchor Locations seating position with lower Lower Anchor : anchors has two
labels, Seating positions with near the crease between two lower anchors. Page 54 Vehicles
with Rear Seats Vehicles without Rear Seats If the vehicle does not have rear seats, there will be
an The top tether anchors are located in a storage exposed top tether anchor for the front
passenger position compartment behind the rear seats. Attaching more than one child If a
LATCH-type child restraint is not attached restraint to a single anchor could cause the to
anchors, the restraint will not be able to anchor or attachment to come loose or even Make sure
when securing unused safety belts behind the child restraint that there is no contact Children
can be seriously injured or strangled between the child restraint or the LATCH attachment if a
shoulder belt is wrapped around their neck Page 57 2. If the child restraint manufacturer
recommends that If the position you are the top tether be attached, attach and tighten the using
does not have a top tether to the top tether anchor, if equipped. If your child restraint does not
have the LATCH system, you will be using the lap-shoulder belt to secure the child restraint in
this position. Page 59 5. To tighten the belt, push down on the child restraint, 4. Pull the rest of
the shoulder belt all the way out of pull the shoulder portion of the belt to tighten the the
retractor to set the lock. Page Securing A Child Restraint In The Right Front Seat Position To
remove the child restraint, if the top tether is attached If your vehicle has a rear seat that will
accommodate a to the top tether anchor, disconnect it. Page 61 If your vehicle does not have a
rear seat that will accommodate a rear-facing child restraint, never put a CAUTION: Continued

child in a rear-facing child restraint in the right front passenger seat unless the passenger
airbag status no system is fail-safe, and no one can indicator shows off. Page 62 If your vehicle
has a rear seat, there is no top tether 2. Put the child restraint on the seat. Do not secure 3. Page
63 5. Pull the rest of the shoulder belt all the way out of 6. To tighten the belt, push down on the
child restraint, the retractor to set the lock. Page Airbag System Airbag System 8. Push and pull
the child restraint in different directions to be sure it is secure. Your vehicle has a frontal airbag
for the driver and a 9. If the airbag is off, the off indicator on the instrument frontal airbag for the
right front passenger. There is an airbag readiness light on the instrument panel cluster, which
shows the airbag symbol. The system checks the airbag electrical system for malfunctions. The
light tells you if there is an electrical problem. See Airbag Readiness Light on page for more
information. Do not put anything between an occupant and an airbag, and do not attach or put
anything on the steering wheel hub or on or near any other A side In moderate to severe frontal
or near frontal collisions, impact airbag is intended to deploy on the side of the even belted
occupants can contact the steering wheel or vehicle that is struck. Additional windshield
breakage may also occur from Your vehicle has a passenger sensing system for the the right
front passenger airbag. Page 75 If your vehicle does not have a rear seat that will accommodate
a rear-facing child restraint, never put a CAUTION: Continued child in a rear-facing child
restraint in the right front passenger seat unless the passenger airbag status Even though the
passenger sensing system is indicator shows off. If this happens, turn the vehicle off and ask
the person to place the seatback in the fully upright position, then If the airbag readiness light in
the instrument sit upright in the seat, centered on the seat cushion, Vehicle You may want to
consider not using seat covers or other aftermarket equipment if your vehicle has the
passenger Airbags affect how your vehicle should be serviced. Changing or moving any parts
of the front seats, Is there anything I might add to the front or safety belts, the airbag sensing
and diagnostic sides of the vehicle that could keep the module located under the center console
, or the Look for any other A crash can damage the restraint systems in loose or damaged
safety belt system parts. The driver and If belts are cut or damaged, replace them. Page 84
Section 2 Features and Controls Mirrors They could operate the power windows or other
controls or even make the vehicle move. The children or others could be badly injured or even
killed. Operation is subject to the following two conditions: 1. This is normal for any remote
keyless entry system. Press and hold The interior lamps will turn off after all of the doors the
button for three seconds to sound the panic alarm. Page Battery Replacement Battery
Replacement Under normal use, the battery in your remote keyless entry transmitter should last
about four years. You can tell the battery is weak if the transmitter will not work at the normal
range in any location. If you have to get close to your vehicle before the transmitter works, it is
probably time to change the battery. Your vehicle may run out of fuel. Your vehicle may have a
remote start feature. This To start the engine using the remote start feature, feature allows you
to start the engine from outside the do the following: vehicle. To unlock the door, turn the key
counterclockwise. Page Delayed Locking Delayed Locking Automatic Door Lock This feature
will delay the actual locking of the doors If your vehicle has power door locks, the doors will
and liftgate when the power door lock switch or remote automatically lock when the shift lever
is moved out of keyless entry transmitter is used to lock the vehicle. Page Rear Door Security
Locks Rear Door Security Locks To open a rear door while the security lock is on, do the
following: Your vehicle has rear door security locks which prevent 1. Unlock the door using the
remote keyless entry passengers from opening the rear doors from the inside. Page 96 Manual
Liftgate Release If the liftgate cannot be opened by pressing the switch on the outside handle,
the battery may be run down. See Jump Starting on page To manually open the liftgate, do the
following: 2. Page 97 Keep the screwdriver blade horizontal and push the release lever
rearward. Insert a screwdriver, with a minimum four-inch 4. The liftgate will unlatch when the
lever is pushed shaft, into the access hole. Push the liftgate to open. They can be overcome by
the extreme heat and suffer permanent injuries or even death from heat stroke. Never leave a
child, a helpless adult, or a pet alone in a vehicle, especially with the windows closed in warm or
hot weather. The switch is labeled AUTO. Vehicle theft is big business, especially in some cities.
Although your vehicle has a number of theft-deterrent features, we know that nothing we put on
it can make it If you press the lock button on the transmitter a second impossible to steal. After
the engine has started, turn the key to LOCK, and remove the key. Your Vehicle 4. It is a
theft-deterrent feature. You will only be able With the key in the ignition switch, you can turn it
to to remove your key when the ignition is turned to LOCK. It unlocks the steering wheel The
following procedure allows the ignition to be turned and ignition. Page Starting Procedure
Starting Procedure When the engine has run about 10 seconds to warm up, your vehicle is
ready to be driven. You will get easier starting and better Plugging the cord into an ungrounded
outlet fuel economy during engine warm-up. Usually, the could cause an electrical shock. Your

vehicle has an automatic transaxle shift connect with the wheels. To restart when you are lock
control system. Then, slowly let up on the clutch pedal as you press This is the shift pattern.
This light will show you when to shift to the If you skip a gear when you downshift, you next
higher gear for could lose control of your vehicle. Move your hand lower on the lever or raise
the seat back so that you can set the brake. Hold the brake pedal down and set the parking
brake. Automatic Transaxle 2. Move the shift lever into PARK P by holding the button on the
shift lever and pushing the lever all the way toward the front of the vehicle. Fully release the
shift lever button. While holding down the brake pedal, press the This vehicle is equipped with
an electronic shift lock shift lever button again. It contains the gas carbon monoxide CO , which
you cannot see or smell. It can cause unconsciousness and death. But if you ever have to, here
are some things to know. Compass Operation To reduce glare from lamps behind you, move the
lever toward you to the night position. If the mirror is not adjusted for compass variance, the
compass could give false readings. The mirror is set in zone eight upon leaving the factory.
Find the current location and variance zone number The compass may need calibration if one of
the on the following zone map. A convex mirror can make things like other vehicles look farther
away than they really are. If you cut too sharply into the right lane, you could hit a vehicle on
your right. For more information, visit Page This can be used as a cargo cover for the rear area.
It has hooks underneath for shopping bags. The third position is with the front corners placed
in the lower guides and the rear corners placed in the upper guides. Do not load cargo on the
panel in this position. Page Roof Rack System Roof Rack System Notice: Loading cargo on the
luggage carrier that weighs more than lbs 68 kg or hangs over the rear sides of the vehicle may
damage your Your vehicle may be equipped with a roof rack system. Page Convenience Net
Convenience Net Sunroof Your vehicle may have a convenience net located on the The vehicle
may have a power sunroof. There are six metal rings in the cargo area that the net can be
attached to. Page Express Open: The express open feature will operate Close: To close the
power sunroof, operate the controls from the closed or partially open position. Page The main
components of your instrument panel are the K. Air Outlets. See Outlet Adjustment on page
Instrument Panel Brightness Control. See Instrument Panel Brightness on page They center pad
of the steering wheel. Tilt Wheel The hazard warning A tilt wheel allows you to adjust the
steering wheel These positions allow you to signal a turn or a lane change. To signal a turn,
move the lever all the way up or down. When the high beams are on, this light on the instrument
panel cluster will also be on. To change the headlamps from high beam to low beam, Use this
lever, located on the right side of the steering pull the turn signal lever toward you. Page
Windshield Washer Heavy snow or ice can overload your wiper motor. Delay : When the lever is
in the intermittent A circuit breaker will stop the motor until it cools. If the symbol on it up or
down to set for a shorter or longer motor gets stuck, turn the wipers off, clear away delay
between wipes. This can really help on long trips. Suppose you set your cruise control at a
desired speed and then you apply the brake. Page Reducing Speed While Using Cruise Using
Cruise Control on Hills Control How well your cruise control will work on hills depends upon
your speed, load and the steepness of the If the cruise control system is already engaged, hills.
In Canada, this only works when the vehicles with an automatic transaxle are in PARK P and
vehicles with a manual transaxle have the parking brake set and the vehicle is not moving. The
DRL system on U. Page Fog Lamps If you start your vehicle in a dark garage, the automatic
Push the button to turn the fog lamps on. An indicator lamp system will come on immediately.
Once you leave light on the cluster will come on when the fog lamps are the garage, it will take
about 20 seconds for the automatic on. Your vehicle may have reading lamps on the rearview
mirror. Push the button to turn the reading lamps on Off : Move the lever to this position to turn
the and off. Page Accessory Power Outlet S Accessory Power Outlet s When adding electrical
equipment, be sure to follow the installation instructions included with the equipment.
Accessory power outlets can be used to connect Notice: Improper use of the power outlet can
cause electrical equipment such as a cellular phone or damage not covered by your warranty.
With this system you can control the heating, cooling, and ventilation for your vehicle. Bi-Level :
This mode directs approximately half of If your vehicle has remote start and you want to warm
the air to the instrument panel outlets, and then directs Page On hot days, open the windows to
let hot inside air Off : To turn the fan off, turn the knob all the way escape; then close them. This
helps to reduce the time counterclockwise to the off position. It also helps Temperature Control:
Turn the left knob clockwise or the system to operate more efficiently. Page Defogging And
Defrosting Defogging and Defrosting Rear Window Defogger Fog on the inside of windows is a
result of high humidity The rear window defogger uses a warming grid to moisture condensing
on the cool window glass. This can be minimized if the climate control system is The rear
window defogger will only work when the used properly. See Scheduled Maintenance on page
for replacement intervals. Page 3. This part describes the warning lights and gages that When

one of the warning lights comes on and stays on may be on your vehicle. Page Instrument
Panel Cluster Instrument Panel Cluster Your instrument panel cluster is designed to let you
know at a glance how your vehicle is running. You will know how fast you are going, about how
much fuel is left in the tank, and many other things you will need to drive safely and
economically. If the airbag readiness light stays on after you The light tells you if there is an
electrical problem. Your vehicle has the passenger sensing system. Your instrument panel has
a passenger airbag status indicator. If one part is not working, the other part can weather, road,
and traffic conditions allow you to. Warning Light The light will stay on if your parking brake
does not release fully. If it stays on after your parking brake is If your vehicle is equipped fully
released, it means you have a brake problem. With the ignition computer which monitors turned
to ON, this operation of the fuel, gage shows the engine ignition, and emission coolant
temperature. If so, be sure to fuel your vehicle with quality fuel. You may be able to correct the
emission system See Gasoline Octane on page Poor fuel quality will malfunction by considering
the following: cause your engine not to run as efficiently as designed. Do not keep driving if the
oil pressure is low. You or others could be burned. Check your oil as soon as possible and have
your vehicle serviced. The DIC is also used to display driver have left. The DIC has displayed.
These modes show the current distance different modes which can be accessed by pressing
traveled since the last reset for each trip odometer in the DIC buttons. When this message
vehicle is not closed completely. You should make sure appears, you should make sure that the
door s that the liftgate is closed completely. Slippery you to program certain features to a
preferred setting. To reset the system, see Engine Oil This feature allows you to select the units
of Life System on page When LANGUAGE appears on turn on each time the unlock button on
the remote the display, press and hold the reset button for at least keyless entry transmitter is
pressed, can be enabled or one second to scroll through the available settings This system
provides you with a far greater access to audio stations and song listings. Driving without
distraction is a necessity for a safer Giving extended attention to entertainment driving
experience. Page Here are some ways in which you can help avoid Added sound equipment
may interfere with the distraction while driving. Page Setting The Time Without Date Display
Setting the Time To change the time default setting from 12 hour to 24 hour, press the clock
button and then the pushbutton Without Date Display located under the forward arrow label.
Press the MENU button. Once the clock option is displayed, press the pushbutton located under
that label. Tune in the desired station. The display will show the selection. You may need to do
additional the lower right side of the faceplate. This is not an volume adjustments from the
portable device if audio output; Turn this knob clockwise or counterclockwise to increase Tune
: Turn this knob to select radio stations. To setup the number of favorites Drivers are
encouraged to set up their radio station pages, perform the following steps: favorites while the
vehicle is parked. Tune to your 1. Calibration Error: The audio system has been Take the vehicle
to your dealer for service. If Calibration If any error occurs repeatedly or if an error cannot be
Error appears on the display, it means that the radio corrected, contact your dealer. Tune to
another channel. Channel Unavail Channel no longer This previously assigned channel is no
longer assigned. If this message appears after having your vehicle serviced, check with your
dealer. When the ignition Insert a CD partway into the slot, label side up. The or radio is turned
on, the CD will start playing where it player will pull it in and the CD should begin playing. If the
under the root folder. When you turn on The song name that will be displayed will be the song
the ignition or radio, the CD-R will start to play where it name that is contained in the ID3 tag.
Release this button or album. Page CD Messages Now the album name is displayed on the
second line between the arrows and songs from the current album will begin to play. The
portable audio Your radio system has an auxiliary input jack located on device will continue
playing, so you may want to stop it the lower right side of the faceplate. Press and hold Radio
controls are located the up or down arrow longer than three-quarters of a on the right side of
the second to continue advancing ahead or reversing back, steering wheel and if your Just as
with chargers, vehicle convenience accessories, and FM, tall buildings or hills can interfere with
satellite external electronic devices are plugged into the Page Drunken Driving Drunken Driving
Many adults â€” by some estimates, nearly half the adult population â€” choose never to drink
alcohol, so they never drive after drinking. For persons under 21, Death and injury associated
with drinking and driving is it is against the law in every U. Page According to the American
Medical Association, a lb It is the amount of alcohol that counts. Page But the ability to drive is
affected well below a BAC of There is something else about drinking and driving that 0.
Research shows that the driving skills many people do not know. They are the brakes, the
Braking action involves perception time and steering, and the accelerator. All three systems
have reaction time. Some people drive in spurts â€” heavy acceleration followed by heavy
braking â€” rather than keeping pace with traffic. Your brakes may not have time to cool ABS ,

an advanced electronic braking system that will between hard stops. Page ABS can change the
brake pressure faster than any driver could. The computer is programmed to make the most of
available tire and road conditions. This can help you steer around the obstacle while braking
hard. Let us say the road is wet and you are driving safely. Suddenly, an animal jumps out in
front of you. Momentum will carry it in whatever your foot up to the brake pedal or always
decrease direction it was headed when the wheels stopped rolling. If you get too close to the
vehicle in That could be off the road, into the very thing you front of you, you will not have time
to apply your were trying to avoid, or into traffic. This is especially useful in to LOW L , the
warning light will come on and slippery road conditions. Page Steering Steering To limit wheel
spin, especially in slippery road conditions, you should always leave the Enhanced Traction
System on. But you can turn the system off Electric Power Steering if you prefer. Page Steering
Tips Steering Tips The same thing can happen if you are steering through a sharp curve and
you suddenly accelerate. Those It is important to take curves at a reasonable speed. Page
Steering In Emergencies Steering in Emergencies There are times when steering can be more
effective than braking. For one start your left lane change signal before moving out thing,
following too closely reduces your area of of the right lane to pass. Page Loss Of Control Loss
of Control A cornering skid is best handled by easing your foot off the accelerator pedal. Let us
review what driving experts say about what If you have the Enhanced Traction System ETS ,
happens when the three control systems â€” brakes, remember: It helps to avoid only the
acceleration skid. Page Driving At Night Driving at Night While driving on a surface with
reduced traction, try your best to avoid sudden steering, acceleration, or braking, including
reducing vehicle speed by shifting Night driving is more dangerous than day driving. Any
sudden changes could cause the One reason is that some drivers are likely to be tires to slide.
Page No one can see as well at night as in the daytime. Keep the windshield and all the glass on
your vehicle But as we get older these differences increase. Glare at night is made A year-old
driver may require at least twice as much much worse by dirt on the glass. On a wet road, you
cannot stop, accelerate, or turn as well because your tire-to-road traction is not as good as on
Wet brakes can cause accidents. They will not dry roads. This can happen if the road is wet
enough and you are going fast enough. When your vehicle is hydroplaning, it has little or no
contact with the road. Get a city map and plan your trip into an unknown part of the city just as
you would for a cross-country trip. Page Freeway Driving Freeway Driving The most important
advice on freeway driving is: Keep up with traffic and keep to the right. Drive at the same speed
most of the other drivers are driving. Treat the left lane on a freeway as a passing lane. Page
Before Leaving On A Long Trip When you want to leave the freeway, move to the Here are some
things you can check before a trip: proper lane well in advance. Are all windows clean inside
and outside? Drive on to the next exit. Or is it just plain falling asleep at the wheel? Call it
highway hypnosis, lack of awareness, or whatever. There is something about an easy stretch of
road with the same scenery, along with the hum of the tires on the road, the drone of the engine,
and the rush of the wind against the vehicle that can make you sleepy. Shift to a lower gear
when you go down a steep or long hill. And, if you will be driving under severe conditions,
include a small bag of sand, a piece of old carpet, or a couple of burlap bags to help provide
traction. Page Whatever the condition â€” smooth ice, packed, blowing, or loose snow â€” drive
with caution. If your vehicle has the Enhanced Traction System ETS , it will improve your ability
to accelerate when driving on a slippery road. Even though your vehicle has this system, you
will want to slow down and adjust your driving to the road conditions. Brake so the wheels
always keep rolling and you serious situation. This can cause deadly CO carbon monoxide gas
to get inside. CO could overcome you and kill you. You cannot see it or smell it, so you might
not know it is in your vehicle. This saves fuel. When you run the engine, make it go a little faster
Mud, Ice, or Snow than just idle. That is, push the accelerator slightly. This uses less fuel for the
heat that you get and it keeps In order to free your vehicle when it is stuck, you will the battery
charged. That will clear the area around your front wheels. Page Towing Towing With the proper
preparation and equipment, many vehicles can be towed in these ways. Page Towing A Trailer
Manual Transaxle Towing a Trailer Your vehicle can tow a trailer if it is equipped with an
automatic transaxle and the proper trailer towing Manual Transaxle equipment. If your vehicle is
not equipped as stated above, do not tow a trailer. To identify the trailering Do not tow a trailer if
your vehicle is equipped with a capacity of your vehicle, you should read the information
manual transaxle. See Customer Assistance Offices on page for more information. Page Hitches
The effect of tongue weight is about 1. Dividing the lbs kg by 1. Page Safety Chains Safety
Chains Driving with a Trailer You should always attach chains between your vehicle Towing a
trailer requires a certain amount of experience. Cross the safety chains under the Before setting
out for the open road, you will want to tongue of the trailer so that the tongue will not drop to
get to know your rig. Page Following Distance Following Distance Making Turns Stay at least

twice as far behind the vehicle ahead as Notice: Making very sharp turns while trailering you
would when driving your vehicle without a trailer. Frequent stops are very important to allow the
engine and transaxle You really should not park your vehicle, with a to cool. When the wheel
chocks are in place, release the regular brakes until the chocks absorb the load. Your vehicle
will need service more often when you are 4. Reapply the regular brakes. Then apply your
pulling a trailer. We hope you will go to your dealer including such things as, airbags, braking,
stability, for all your service needs. It tells you much more about how to service your vehicle
than this manual can. Page Fuel Fuel If the octane is less than 87, you may notice a heavy
knocking noise when you drive. Do not use fuel containing methanol. It can corrode metal parts
in your fuel If you plan on driving in another country outside the system and also damage the
plastic and rubber United States or Canada, the proper fuel may be hard parts. To help avoid
injuries to you and others, read and follow all the instructions on the pump island. Turn off your
engine when you are refueling. Do not smoke if you are near fuel or refueling your vehicle. If
you spill fuel and then something ignites it, you could be badly burned. Static electricity
discharge from An electric fan under the hood can start up the container can ignite the gasoline
vapor. Page Hood Release Hood Release 2. Then go to the front of the vehicle and push the
secondary To open the hood, do the following. Pull the interior hood the left. It is located
release lever with this under the front center symbol on it. Windshield Washer Fluid Reservoir.
Checking Engine Oil B. Pressure Cap. See Pressure Cap on page It is a good idea to check your
engine oil every time you C. But you must use the right kind. Do not use other viscosity oils
such as SAE 20W Oils meeting these requirements should also have the starburst symbol on
the container. Because this operation can be a little difficult, you may choose to have this done
at the dealership service department. Coolant contains ethylene glycol, Steam from an
overheated engine can burn and it will burn if the engine parts are hot you badly, even if you
just open the hood. Just to be safe, drive slower for about 10 minutes. Your Engine If the
warning does not come back on, you can drive normally. Page Cooling System Cooling System
CAUTION: When you decide it is safe to lift the hood, here is what you will see: An electric
engine cooling fan under the hood can start up even when the engine is not running and can
injure you. Keep hands, clothing and tools away from any underhood electric fan. If it is not, you
without coolant is not covered by your warranty. Plain water, or some other liquid such as
alcohol, can boil Steam and scalding liquids from a hot cooling before the proper coolant
mixture will. Page 4. Rinse or wipe any spilled coolant from the engine and the compartment.
You can be burned if you spill coolant on hot 6. Put the cap back on the coolant recovery tank,
engine parts. Page Brake Wear Brake Wear Properly torqued wheel nuts are necessary to help
prevent brake pulsation. When tires are rotated, inspect Your vehicle has front disc brakes and
rear drum brake pads for wear and evenly tighten wheel nuts in brakes. Disc brake pads have
built-in wear indicators that Your rear drum brakes do not have wear indicators, make a
high-pitched warning sound when the brake You do not need to access the battery to jump start
your vehicle. The braking system on a vehicle is complex. Its many See Jump Starting on page
People have been hurt doing you badly. Keep your hands away from moving this, and some
have been blinded. Use a parts once the engine is running. Page 6. Page To disconnect the
jumper cables from both vehicles, do the following: 1. The aim has been preset at the factory
and on it. Page To adjust the vertical aim, do the following: 1. Open the hood. See Hood Release
on page for more information. Find the aim dot on the lens of the low-beam headlamp. Measure
the distance from the ground to the aim dot on the low-beam headlamp. Page Notice: Do not
cover a headlamp to improve beam cut-off when aiming. Covering a headlamp may cause
excessive heat build-up which may cause damage to the headlamp. Turn on the low-beam
headlamps and place a piece of cardboard or equivalent in front of the headlamp not being
adjusted. For any bulb changing procedure not listed in this section, contact your dealer.
Headlamp B. Reach in behind the wheel well liner and locate the 1. Locate the bulb you wish to
change. Turn the bulb socket counterclockwise to remove. Open the liftgate. See Liftgate on
page for more information. Remove the cover in the rear cargo area of the vehicle to access the
bulbs. Turn the bulb socket counterclockwise and pull it out of the lamp housing. Pull the
windshield wiper arm away from the Exterior Lamp Bulb Number windshield. Remove the
protective cap from the wiper arm. If the protective cap is not removed before lifting the wiper
arm, the wiper arm could be damaged. Poorly maintained and improperly used tires 2. Pull the
wiper arm away from the backglass and are dangerous. Page B Tire Ply Material: The type of
cord and number of plies in the sidewall and under the tread. The The following illustration
shows an example of a typical letter R means radial ply construction; the letter D means
passenger vehicle tire size. Cords may be made axle, see Loading Your Vehicle on page Page
Outward Facing Sidewall: The side of an Tread: The portion of a tire that comes into contact
asymmetrical tire that has a particular side that faces with the road. One way to tell when it is

time for new tires is to Make certain that all wheel nuts are properly tightened. If wheel nuts
keep coming loose, the wheel, wheel bolts, and wheel nuts should be Using the wrong
replacement wheels, wheel replaced. If the wheel leaks air, replace it except some bolts, or
wheel nuts on your vehicle can be aluminum wheels, which can sometimes be repaired. There is
not enough dangerous. You cannot know how it has been clearance. Tire chains used on a
vehicle used or how far it has been driven. It could without the proper amount of clearance can
fail suddenly and cause a crash. If air goes out of a tire, it is much more likely to leak out Lifting
a vehicle and getting under it to do slowly. To remove the spare tire and tools, do the following:
1. Page The tools you will be using include the jack A You will need to turn the plastic wheel nut
and wheel wrench B. Using the wheel wrench, loosen all the wheel nuts. Do not remove them
yet. If the vehicle slips off the jack you could be badly injured or killed. Never get under a
vehicle when it is supported only by a jack. Install the spare tire. Raise the vehicle by turning
the jack handle clockwise. Rust or dirt on the wheel, or on the parts to which it is fastened, can
make the wheel nuts become loose after a time. The wheel could come off and cause an
accident. If you do, the nuts might come loose. Your wheel could fall off, causing a serious
accident. Reinstall the wheel nuts with the rounded end of the nuts toward the wheel. Tighten
each nut by hand until the wheel is held against the hub. Incorrect wheel nuts or improperly
tightened wheel nuts can cause the wheel to come loose and even come off. This could lead to
an accident. Be sure to use the correct wheel nuts. Put back all tools as they were stored in the
rear storage compartment and put the compartment cover back on. Page Storing the Compact
Spare Tire 5. Attach the strap to the cargo tie-downs in the and Tools rear of the vehicle. Use the
following diagram as a guide for storing the compact spare tire once you are done using it.
When cleaning the glass on your vehicle, use only a soft cloth and glass cleaner. A canister
remove a soil from any interior surface. Page Instrument Panel, Vinyl, And Other Plastic
Surfaces If any of the soil remains, a commercial fabric cleaner Some commercial products may
increase gloss on your or spot lifter may be necessary. When a commercial instrument panel.
Page Windshield And Wiper Blades Windshield and Wiper Blades Foreign materials such as
calcium chloride and other salts, ice melting agents, road oil and tar, tree sap, bird droppings,
chemicals from industrial chimneys, If the windshield is not clear after using the windshield etc.
Page Aluminum Or Chrome-Plated Wheels Aluminum or Chrome-Plated Wheels Use chrome
polish only on chrome-plated wheels, but avoid any painted surface of the wheel, and buff off
immediately after application. Your vehicle may be equipped with either aluminum or
chrome-plated wheels. Notice: If you drive your vehicle through an Keep the wheels clean using
a soft clean cloth with mild automatic car wash that has silicone carbide tire soap and water.
Page Sheet Metal Damage Sheet Metal Damage Underbody Maintenance If the vehicle is
damaged and requires sheet metal Chemicals used for ice and snow removal and dust repair or
replacement, make sure the body repair shop control can collect on the underbody. If these are
not applies anti-corrosion material to parts repaired or removed, corrosion and rust can develop
on the replaced to restore corrosion protection. Polishing Cloth Interior and exterior
Wax-Treated polishing cloth. Tar and Road Oil Removes tar, road oil Remover and asphalt. It is
very helpful if you ever need to order parts. Spare The panel has four clips, one in each corner.
Pull the Spare panel to disconnect the four clips, and access the fuses. Please refer to Normal
Maintenance Replacement Parts on page for more information. But we do not know exactly how
you will drive it. You may drive very short distances Performing maintenance work on a vehicle
only a few times a week. Page Scheduled Maintenance Owner Checks and Services on page
tells you what If the engine oil life system is ever reset accidentally, should be checked, when to
check it, and what you you must service your vehicle within 3, miles can easily do to help keep
your vehicle in good 5 km since your last service. See Engine Oil on page Reset oil life system.
An Emission Control Service. See footnote j. Additional Required Services 25, 50, 75, , , ,
Service and Miles Kilometers 40 80 Page Maintenance Footnotes Maintenance Footnotes Also
look for any opened or broken airbag coverings, and have them repaired or replaced. The airbag
system does not need regular maintenance. Inspect f Lubricate all key lock cylinders, door
hinges and disc brake pads for wear and rotors for surface latches, hood hinges and latches,
and trunk lid hinges This service can be complex; you should have your dealer perform this
service. See Engine Coolant on page for It is important to perform these underhood checks
what to use. Inspect hoses. See Tires on page for further details. Keeping your foot on the
regular brake, Lubricants set the parking brake. Engine Oil. Page Maintenance Record
Maintenance Record After the scheduled services are performed, record the date, odometer
reading, who performed the service, and the type of services performed in the boxes provided.
See Maintenance Requirements on page Any additional information from Owner Checks and
Services on page can be added on the following record pages. You should retain all
maintenance receipts. Page Customer Assistance And Information Your satisfaction and

goodwill are important to visible through the windshield. However, if a customer wishes to
General Motors of Canada Limited write or e-mail Chevrolet, refer to the addresses below. The
customer is responsible As the owner of a new Chevrolet vehicle, you are for the repair or
replacement of the tire if not automatically enrolled in the Chevrolet Roadside covered by a
warrantable failure. Page Courtesy Transportation Roadside Assistance is not part of or
included in the inconvenience during warranty repairs. Page Transportation Options
Transportation Options Courtesy Rental Vehicle Your dealer may arrange to provide you with a
courtesy Warranty service can generally be completed while you rental vehicle or reimburse
you for a rental vehicle wait. However, if you are unable to wait, GM helps that you obtain if your
vehicle is kept for a warranty to minimize your inconvenience by providing several repair. Page
Collision Damage Repair Collision Damage Repair To read this information, special equipment
is needed and access to the vehicle or the device that stores the data is required. These are
made by companies other than GM and may Protect your investment in your GM vehicle with
not have been tested for your vehicle. As a result, comprehensive and collision insurance
coverage. Things like name, address, phone Here is what to do if you are involved in an
accident. If you have a pre-determined repair facility of choice, take your vehicle there, or have it
towed there. To request an order form, and trucks. Each bulletin contains instructions to please
specify year and model name of the vehicle. Page Automatic Door Lock Automatic Headlamp
System Page Child Restraints Clutch, Hydraulic Page Driving cont. In Rain and on Wet Roads
Page Horn Page Light cont. Oil Pressure Page Manual Transaxle Fluid Page Odometer Page
Reclining Seatbacks Page Seats cont. Reclining Seatbacks Page Tires cont. Wheel Alignment
and Tire Balance Page Windshield Washer Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete.
Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from
URL. Quick Links Download this manual. Table of Contents. Seats and Restraint System
Features and Controls Starting and Operating Your Vehicle. Instrument Panel Warning Lights,
Gages, and Indicators. Driving Your Vehicle Your Driving, the Road, and the Vehicle. Service
and Appearance Care Windshield Wiper Blade Replacement. Maintenance Schedule Customer
Assistance Information Customer Assistance and Information. Vehicle Data Recording and
Privacy. Chevrolet traverse automobile owner's manual pages. Chevrolet avalanche automobile
owner's manual pages. Chevrolet corvette automobile owner's manual pages. Chevrolet
express automobile owner's manual pages. Chevrolet impala automobile owner's manual
pages. Page 2: Canadian Owners GM reserves the right to make changes after that time without
further notice. Page 4: Vehicle Symbol Chart Vehicle Symbol Chart Here are some additional
symbols that may be found on the vehicle and what they mean. For more information on the
symbol, refer to the index. The sudden movement could startle and confuse you, or make you
push a pedal when you do not want to. To raise the seat, move the lever upward repeatedly until
the seat is at the desired height. To lower the seat, move the lever downward repeatedly until
the seat is at the desired height. To increase support, press and hold the front of the control. To
decrease support, press and hold the rear of the control. Even when buckled up, the safety belts
cannot do their job when reclined like this. The shoulder belt cannot do its job because it will
not be against your body. This position reduces the chance of a neck injury in a crash. Pull the
head restraint up to raise it. To lower the head restraint, press the button, located on the top of
the seatback, Page 13 To fold the seatback, do the following: 1. Move the front passenger seat
rearward to ensure there is enough room to fold the seatback forward. See Manual Seats on
page for more information. The head restraint may need to be removed if the seat is not able to
be moved fully rearward. Page Rear Seats To raise the seatback to an upright position: 1. Pull
up on either lever. Push the seatback up until it is in a locked position. That could cause injury
to the person sitting there. Page 15 4. Move the safety belt out of the way before lowering the
seatback. Do not let the safety belt get caught between the seatback and seat cushion as the
seatback is folded. Pull up on the knob located on the top of the seatback on the outboard side
to release the seatback. Page 16 To raise the rear seatback s : CAUTION: A safety belt that is
improperly routed, not properly attached, or twisted will not provide the protection needed in a
crash. The person wearing the belt could be seriously injured. It also describes some things not
to do with safety belts. Put someone on it. Take the simplest vehicle. Suppose it is just a seat on
wheels. Page 19 Get it up to speed. Then stop the vehicle. The rider does not stop. The person
keeps going until stopped by something. In a real vehicle, it could be the windshield Page 20 or
the instrument panel With safety belts, you slow down as the vehicle does. You get more time to
stop. You stop over more distance, and your strongest bones take the forces. That is why safety
belts make such good sense. You could be â€” whether you are wearing a safety belt or not. But
your chance of being conscious during and after an accident, so you can unbuckle and get out,
is much greater if you are belted. Be aware that there are special things to know about safety
belts and children. And there are different rules for smaller children and infants. If a child will be

riding in the vehicle, see Older Children on page or Infants and Young Children on page Page 23
What is wrong with this? The shoulder belt is too loose. It will not give as much protection this
way. In a crash, you would move forward too much, which could increase injury. Page 24 What
is wrong with this? The lap belt is too loose. It will not give nearly as much protection this way.
In a crash, you could slide under the lap belt and apply force on your abdomen. Page 25 What is
wrong with this? The belt is buckled in the wrong buckle. In a crash, the belt would go up over
your abdomen. The belt forces would be there, not on the pelvic bones. Page 26 What is wrong
with this? The belt is over an armrest. The belt would be much too high. In a crash, you can
slide under the belt. The belt force would then be applied on the abdomen, not on the pelvic
bones, and that could cause serious or fatal injuries. Page 27 What is wrong with this? The
shoulder belt is worn under the arm. It should be worn over the shoulder at all times. In a crash,
your body would move too far forward, which would increase the chance of head and neck
injury. Page 28 What is wrong with this? The belt is behind the body. In a crash, you would not
be restrained by the shoulder belt. Your body could move too far forward increasing the chance
of head and neck injury. Page 29 What is wrong with this? The belt is twisted across the body.
In a crash, you would not have the full width of the belt to spread impact forces. The following
instructions explain how to wear a lap-shoulder belt properly. Adjust the seat, if the seat is
adjustable, so you can sit up straight. Page 31 5. To make the lap part tight, pull up on the
shoulder belt. It may be necessary to pull stitching on the safety belt through the latch plate to
fully tighten the lap belt on smaller occupants. To unlatch the belt, push the button on the
buckle. The belt should return to its stowed position. Page 32 Shoulder Belt Height Adjuster The
vehicle has a shoulder belt height adjuster for the driver and right front passenger seating
positions. Adjust the height so that the shoulder portion of the belt is centered on the shoulder.
The belt should be away from the face and neck, but not falling off the shoulder. Page 33 There
is one guide for each outboard passenger position in the rear seat. Here is how to install a
comfort guide to the safety belt: 1. Pull the elastic cord out from between the edge of the
seatback and the interior body to remove the guide from its storage clip. Page 34 3. The elastic
cord must be under the belt and the guide on top. Like all occupants, they are more likely to be
seriously injured if they do not wear safety belts. A pregnant woman should wear a lap-shoulder
belt, and the lap portion should be worn as low as possible, below the rounding, throughout the
pregnancy. Page 37 What is the proper way to wear safety belts? An older child should wear a
lap-shoulder belt and get the additional restraint a shoulder belt can provide. The shoulder belt
should not cross the face or neck. Never allow a child to wear the safety belt with the shoulder
belt behind their back. A child can be seriously injured by not wearing the lap-shoulder belt
properly. In a crash, the child would not be restrained by the shoulder belt. This includes infants
and all other children. Neither the distance traveled nor the age and size of the traveler changes
the need, for everyone, to use safety restraints. In fact, the law in every state in the United
States and in every Canadian province says children up to some age must be restrained while in
a vehicle. Never hold an infant or a child while riding in a vehicle. Due to crash forces, an infant
or a child will become so heavy it is not possible to hold it during a crash. Never put a
rear-facing child restraint in the right front seat. Secure a rear-facing child restraint in a rear
seat. Page 42 What are the different types of add-on child restraints? In a crash, the belt would
apply force on a body area that is unprotected by any bony structure. A booster seat can also
help a child to see out the window. Page Where To Put The Restraint Where to Put the Restraint
According to accident statistics, children and infants are safer when properly restrained in a
child restraint system or infant restraint system secured in a rear seating position. We
recommend that children and child restraints be secured in a rear seat, including: an infant or a
child riding in a rear-facing child restraint; Page Lower Anchors And Tethers For Children Latch
If the vehicle does not have a rear seat that will accommodate a rear-facing child restraint, a
rear-facing child restraint should not be installed in the vehicle, even if the airbag is off. When
securing a child restraint in a rear seating position, study the instructions that came with your
child restraint to make sure it is compatible with this vehicle. There are two lower anchors for
each LATCH seating position that will accommodate a child restraint with lower attachments B.
Page 49 Some child restraints that have a top tether are designed for use with or without the top
tether being attached. Others require the top tether always to be attached. In Canada, the law
requires that forward-facing child restraints have a top tether, and that the tether be attached.
Page 50 To assist you in locating the lower anchors, each seating position with lower anchors
has two labels, near the crease between the seatback and the seat cushion. To assist you in
locating the top tether anchors, this symbol will be located on the lower side quarter panels for
the rear outboard positions, on the storage Page 51 Vehicles without Rear Seats â€” Panel and
Rear Seat Delete Models If your vehicle does not have a rear seat, there will be an exposed top
tether anchor for the front passenger position located on the rear passenger side pillar behind

the front passenger seat. In a crash, the child could be seriously injured or killed. This may
damage these parts. Do not fold the empty rear seat with a safety belt buckled. Page 54 2. Be
sure to use an anchor located on the same side of the vehicle as the seating position where the
child restraint will be placed. Page 55 If the position you are using has an adjustable headrest or
head restraint and you are using a dual tether, route the tether around the headrest or head
restraint. Push and pull the child restraint in different directions to be sure it is secure. Page 56
If more than one child restraint needs to be installed in the rear seat, be sure to read Where to
Put the Restraint on page Put the child restraint on the seat. Page 57 5. To tighten the belt, push
down on the child restraint, pull the shoulder portion of the belt to tighten the lap portion of the
belt and feed the shoulder belt back into the retractor. When installing a forward-facing child
restraint, it may be helpful to use your knee to push down on the child restraint as you tighten
the belt. A rear seat is a safer place to secure a forward-facing child restraint. See Where to Put
the Restraint on page In addition, the vehicle has a passenger sensing system which is
designed to turn off the right front passenger frontal airbag under certain conditions. If you
secure a forward-facing child restraint in the right front seat, always move the front passenger
seat as far back as it will go. It is better to secure the child restraint in a rear seat. Page 60 4.
Push the latch plate into the buckle until it clicks. Pull the rest of the shoulder belt all the way
out of the retractor to set the lock. Position the release button on the buckle so that the safety
belt could be quickly unbuckled if necessary. Page 61 6. Page 63 Here are the most important
things to know about the airbag system: CAUTION: You can be severely injured or killed in a
crash if you are not wearing your safety belt â€” even if you have airbags. Airbags are designed
to work with safety belts, but do not replace them. Airbags plus lap-shoulder belts offer
protection for adults and older children, but not for young children and infants. Page 66 Driver
Side shown, Passenger Side similar If your vehicle has roof-rail airbags for the driver, right front
passenger, and second row outboard passengers, they are in the ceiling above the side
windows. A roof-rail airbag is intended to deploy on the side of the vehicle that is struck or if the
sensing system predicts that the vehicle is about to roll over. Some components of the airbag
module may be hot for several minutes. Additional windshield breakage may also occur from
the right front passenger airbag. Page 71 The passenger sensing system will turn off the right
front passenger frontal airbag under certain conditions. The driver airbag and roof-rail airbags if
equipped are not affected by the passenger sensing system. The passenger sensing system
works with sensors that are part of the right front passenger seat. Page 72 If the vehicle does
not have a rear seat that will accommodate a rear-facing child restraint, a rear-facing child
restraint should not be installed in the vehicle, even if the airbag is off. Turn the vehicle off.
Remove the child restraint from the vehicle. Remove any additional items from the seat such as
blankets, cushions, seat covers, seat heaters, or seat massagers. Page 74 If the Off Indicator is
Lit for an Adult-Size Occupant If a person of adult-size is sitting in the right front passenger
seat, but the off indicator is lit, it could be because that person is not sitting properly in the seat.
Page 75 Additional Factors Affecting System Operation Safety belts help keep the passenger in
position on the seat during vehicle maneuvers and braking, which helps the passenger sensing
system maintain the passenger airbag status. Page 78 When the passenger sensing system has
turned off the right front passenger frontal airbag, the off indicator will light and stay lit to
remind you that the airbag is off. See Passenger Airbag Status Indicator on page Page 80 If the
Off Indicator is Lit for an Adult-Size Occupant If a person of adult-size is sitting in the right front
passenger seat, but the off indicator is lit, it could be because that person is not sitting properly
in the seat. Page Servicing Your Airbag-Equipped Vehicle Additional Factors Affecting System
Operation Safety belts help keep the passenger in position on the seat during vehicle
maneuvers and braking, which helps the passenger sensing system maintain the passenger
airbag status. Page 82 Adding Equipment to Your Airbag-Equipped Vehicle Is there anything I
might add to or change about the vehicle that could keep the airbags from working properly? If
you have questions, call Customer Assistance. A damaged restraint system may not properly
protect the person using it, resulting in serious injury or even death in a crash. To help make
sure your restraint systems are working properly after a crash, have them inspected and any
necessary replacements made as soon as Page 86 Section 2 Mirrors They could operate the
power windows or other controls or even make the vehicle move. The windows will function
with the keys in the ignition and children could be seriously injured or killed if caught in the
path of a closing window. Store this information in a safe place, not in your vehicle. Notice: If
you ever lock your keys in the vehicle, you may have to damage the vehicle to get in. See
Remote Vehicle Start on page for additional information. Lock : Press to lock all the doors. This
feature allows you to start the engine from outside the vehicle. See Climate Control System on
page for additional information. Laws in some local communities may restrict the use of remote
starters. When a door is locked, the handle will not open it. The chance of being thrown out of

the vehicle in a crash is increased if the doors are not locked. Page Delayed Locking Delayed
Locking This feature will delay the actual locking of the doors and liftgate when the power door
lock switch or remote keyless entry transmitter is used to lock the vehicle. If any door is open
when locking the vehicle, three chimes will sound signaling that the delayed locking feature is
active. On vehicles with this feature, the rear door security locks are located on the inside edge
of each rear door. You must open the rear doors to access them. Be sure to remove the key
from the ignition when locking your vehicle. The lockout protection can be overridden by
pressing and holding the power door lock in the lock position for three seconds. Engine
exhaust contains Carbon Monoxide CO which cannot be seen or smelled. Page 98 Manual
Liftgate Release To manually open the liftgate, do the following: 1. Remove the trim plug,
located on the inside of the liftgate near the center. Locate the release lever on the latch. The
lever is located about three inches 7. Page 99 3. Insert a tool into the access hole. Push the
release lever rearward. The liftgate will unlatch when the lever is pushed rearward. Push the
liftgate to open. Reinstall the trim plug. They can be overcome by the extreme heat and suffer
permanent injuries or even death from heat stroke. Never leave a child, a helpless adult, or a pet
alone in a vehicle, especially with the windows closed in warm or hot weather. The windows will
function and they could be seriously injured or killed if caught in the path of a closing window.
Press the switch down all the way, release it, and the window will go down automatically.
Arming the System To arm the system: 1. Turn the ignition off. Press lock on the RKE
transmitter. This causes a 10 second pre-alarm chirp followed by a 30 second full alarm of horn
and lights. The system is automatically armed when the key is removed from the ignition. You
do not have to manually arm or disarm the system. The security light will come on if there is a
problem with arming or disarming the theft-deterrent system. Verify that the new key has a 2.
Insert the already programmed key in the ignition and start the engine. Notice: Using a tool to
force the key to turn in the ignition could cause damage to the switch or break the key. The
switch stays in this position when the engine is running. Page Retained Accessory Power Rap
3. Locate the plunger. Remove the key. Retained Accessory Power RAP These vehicle
accessories may be used for up to 10 minutes after the engine is turned off. The vehicle will not
start if the clutch pedal is not all the way down. Starting Procedure 1. Vehicles with am engine
coolant heater should be plugged in at least four hours before starting. Page Automatic
Transmission Operation If the vehicle has an automatic transmission, the shift lever is located
on the console between the seats. There are several different positions for the automatic
transmission. P Park : This position locks the front wheels. It is the best position to use when
starting the engine because the vehicle cannot move easily. Page If the vehicle cannot shift out
of P Park , ease pressure on the shift lever and push the shift lever all the way into P Park as
you maintain brake application. Then press the shift lever button and then move the shift lever
into another gear. I Intermediate : This position is also used for normal driving. However, it
reduces vehicle speed without using the brakes for slight downgrades where the vehicle would
otherwise accelerate due to steepness of grade. Page This is the shift pattern for SS models.
Here is how to operate the manual transmission: 1 First : Press the clutch pedal and shift into 1
First. Then, slowly let up on the clutch pedal as you press the accelerator pedal. You could
injure yourself or others. Do not shift down more than one gear at a time when you downshift.
Up-Shift Light If the vehicle has a manual transmission, there may be an up-shift light. The
vehicle can roll. If you have left the engine running, the vehicle can move suddenly. Page
Shifting Out Of Park Automatic Transmission Torque Lock Automatic Transmission If you are
parking on a hill and you do not shift into P Park properly, the weight of the vehicle may put too
much force on the parking pawl in the transmission. Page Parking The Vehicle Manual
Transmission If the vehicle has an uncharged battery or a battery with low voltage, try charging
or jump starting the battery. See Jump Starting on page for more information. To shift out of P
Park : 1. Apply the brake pedal. Exposure to CO can cause unconsciousness and even death.
But if you ever have to, here are some things to know. Engine exhaust may enter the vehicle.
Page Mirrors Mirrors Manual Rearview Mirror Hold the inside rearview mirror in the center to
move it for a clearer view behind your vehicle. Adjust the mirror to avoid glare from the
headlamps behind you. Push the tab forward for daytime use and pull it for nighttime use. If the
vehicle has map lamps, press the buttons located at the bottom of the mirror to turn them on or
off. Interference can be caused by a magnetic antenna mount, note pad holder, or similar object.
If CAL appears in the compass window, the compass may need to be reset or calibrated. Press
the left or right side of the selector switch located beneath the control pad, to select the driver
or passenger mirror. Press one of the four buttons located on the control pad to move the
mirror to the desired direction. Page 1. When the approaching vehicle is a long distance away,
the image in the main mirror is small and near the inboard edge of the mirror. As the vehicle
gets closer, the image in the main mirror gets larger and moves outboard. Set the main mirror

so that your vehicle can just be seen and your blind spot mirror has a clear unobstructed view.
Read this entire section before using it. Page Turning the Rear Vision Camera System Off or On
To turn off the rear vision camera system, press and hold , located on the inside rearview
mirror, until the left indicator light turns off. The rear vision camera display is now disabled. To
turn the rear vision camera system on again, press and hold until the left indicator light
illuminates. Page A. View displayed by the camera. Corner of the rear bumper. Page Onstar
System The rear vision camera system display in the rearview mirror may turn off or not appear
as expected due to one of the following conditions. Most vehicles include 30 trial minutes good
for 60 days. Insert the front corners of the panel into the lower guides. Page To use the panel in
the second position: 1. Insert the front corners of the panel into the top guides. Slide the panel
forward. Press down on the back of the panel to lock it in place. The third position is with the
front corners placed in the lower guides and the rear corners placed in the upper guides.
CAUTION: If something is carried on top of the vehicle that is longer or wider than the luggage
carrier â€” like paneling, plywood, or a mattress â€” the wind can catch it while the vehicle is
being driven. Pull up on the handles to open and lift the lid. There is a rod that hooks into place
to prop open the lid. Page Sunroof Sunroof The vehicle may have a power sunroof. The
switches that operate the sunroof are located in the headliner. Page Section 3 Instrument Panel
Overview Page Section 3 Highbeam On Light Page The main components of the instrument
panel are the following: A. Outlet Adjustment on page Cruise Control on page If Equipped.
Instrument Panel Cluster on page Windshield Wipers on page and Windshield Washer on page
This warns others that you are having trouble. Horn To sound the horn, press the horn symbols
located on the steering wheel. Information for these features is on the pages following. This
indicator light appears on the instrument panel cluster when the high beams are on. To change
the headlamps from high beam to low beam, pull the turn signal lever toward you. To the left of
the adjust band are bars that indicate the frequency of the wipes. Smaller bars mean the wiper
movement is less frequent. So, do not use the cruise control on winding roads or in heavy
traffic. Cruise control can be dangerous on slippery roads. On such roads, fast changes in tire
traction can cause excessive wheel slip, and you could lose control. To set a speed do the
following: 1. Press to turn cruise control on. The indicator light on the button will come on. Get
to the desired speed. Page Headlamps Headlamps The lever on the left side of the steering
column operates the exterior lamps. The exterior lamp switch has the following four positions:
Headlamps : Turns on the headlamps, parking lamps, and taillamps. Parking Lamps : Turns on
the parking lamps and taillamps only. Page Wiper Activated Headlamps Wiper Activated
Headlamps The headlamps and parking lamps are activated 15 seconds after the windshield
wipers are turned on. For this feature to work, automatic lighting must be enabled. See
Headlamps on page for additional information. When the ignition is turned off, the
wiper-activated headlamps will immediately turn off. Page Automatic Headlamp System
Automatic Headlamp System When it is dark enough outside, the automatic system turns on the
headlamps at the normal brightness along with other lamps such as the taillamps, sidemarker,
parking lamps, instrument panel lights, and interior switch backlighting. Do not cover the light
sensor, located on top of the instrument panel. Page Instrument Panel Brightness Instrument
Panel Brightness The control for this feature is located to the right of the steering wheel and
above the radio. Move the thumbwheel to the left to dim the lights or to the right to brighten the
lights. The dome lamps will turn on when the thumbwheel is moved completely to the right.
Page Accessory Power Outlet S Accessory Power Outlet s Accessory power outlets can be
used to connect electrical equipment, such as a cellular phone. The accessory power outlets
are located on the instrument panel below the climate controls and at the rear of the center
console. There may be an outlet in the rear cargo area on the passenger side. Page Rear Power
Plug for Converters The vehicle may have a power plug connector located in the rear cargo area
on the passenger side behind the service panel. The power connector wiring can be accessed
by removing the service panel to begin installation. To use the lighter, located on the instrument
panel below the climate controls, push it in all the way and let go. When it is ready, it will pop
back out by itself. Notice: Holding a cigarette lighter in while it is heating will not allow the
lighter to back away from the heating element when it is hot. Page Off : Turn the fan control to
this position to turn the fan off. Temperature Control: Turn clockwise or counterclockwise to
increase or decrease the temperature. Fan : Turn clockwise or counterclockwise to increase or
decrease the fan speed. In any setting other than off, the fan runs continuously with the ignition
on. Page Rear Window Defogger For quick cool down on hot days: 1. Select 2. Select 3. Select 4.
Select the coolest temperature. Select the highest fan speed. Using these settings together for
long periods of time may cause the air inside of the vehicle to become too dry. The defogger
can also be turned off by turning off the engine. For vehicles with the remote start feature, the
rear defogger automatically turns on if it is cold outside. Open and empty the glove box. Press

both glove box stops outward to let the glove box drop open completely. Reverse Steps 1
through 4 to reassemble. Page Instrument Panel Cluster Instrument Panel Cluster The
instrument panel cluster is designed to show how the vehicle is running. It shows how fast the
vehicle is going, about how much fuel is left in the fuel tank, and many other things needed to
drive safely and economically. Trip A and Trip B can be set on the odometer. Page Safety Belt
Reminders Safety Belt Reminders Safety Belt Reminder Light When the engine is started, a
chime sounds for several seconds to remind a driver to fasten the safety belt, unless the driver
safety belt is already buckled. If the light stays on it indicates there is an electrical problem. The
system check includes the airbag sensor, the pretensioners, the airbag modules, the wiring and
the crash sensing and diagnostic module. The instrument panel has a passenger airbag status
indicator. It should go out once the engine is running. If it stays on, or comes on while driving,
there could be a problem with the charging system or it could indicate that there are problems
with a generator drive belt, or that there is an If one part is not working, the other part can still
work and stop the vehicle. For good braking both parts need to be working well. If the warning
light comes on, there is a brake problem. If the system is working normally the indicator light
then goes off. If the system is working normally the indicator light goes off. Notice: Driving with
the engine coolant temperature warning light on could cause the vehicle to overheat. It provides
information about tire pressures and the Tire Pressure Monitoring System. Page This light
should come on when the ignition is on, but the engine is not running, as a check to show it is
working. If the check engine light comes on and stays on, while the engine is running, this
indicates that there is an OBD II problem and service is required. Find a safe place to park the
vehicle. Turn the key off, wait at least 10 seconds, and restart the engine. Failure to pass this
inspection could prevent getting a vehicle registration. An arrow on the fuel gage indicates the
side of the vehicle the fuel door is on. Here are four things that some owners ask about. It is
automatically centered at zero every time the engine is started. Actual vacuum or boost is
displayed from this zero point. Changes in ambient pressure, such as driving in mountains and
changing weather, will slightly change the zero reading. This telltale comes on whenever
conditions are right for the Launch Mode B to activate. Then turn the knob to choose the
background color for a gage. Press the knob again when gage color is chosen. All messages
will appear in the DIC display, located at the bottom of the instrument panel cluster. These
modes show the current distance traveled since the last reset for each trip odometer in either
miles mi or kilometers km. Both odometers can be used at the same time. It alerts you to
change the oil on a schedule consistent with your driving conditions. See Automatic Headlamp
System on page for more information. The brake system warning light on the instrument panel
cluster also comes on. Under severe conditions, hot ambient temperatures, steep grades, and
towing, your vehicle may experience more transmission shifting. This is temporary and normal
under these conditions. This does not require engine or transmission service. The system is not
functional until the message stops displaying. Adjust your driving accordingly. Page Traction
Off If this message turns on while you are driving, pull off the road as soon as possible and stop
carefully. Try resetting the system by turning the ignition off and then back on. If this message
still stays on or turns back on again while you are driving, your vehicle needs service. Page Dic
Vehicle Personalization DIC Vehicle Personalization Your vehicle has personalization
capabilities that allow you to program certain features to a preferred setting. All of the features
listed may not be available on your vehicle. Only the features available will be displayed on the
DIC. The default settings for the features were set when your vehicle left the factory, but may
have been changed from their default state since that time. To select a setting and move on to
the next feature, press the information button while the desired setting is displayed on the DIC.
Page Audio System S Audio System s Determine which radio the vehicle has and read the
following pages to become familiar with its features. Do not give extended attention to
entertainment tasks while driving. Press to turn the radio on. Page Radio S The date does not
automatically display. To see the date press while the radio is on. The date with display times
out after a few seconds and goes back to the normal radio and time display. Turn to increase or
decrease the volume. Speed Compensated Volume SCV : Radios with the Speed Compensated
Volume SCV feature automatically adjust the radio volume to compensate for road and wind
noise as the vehicle speeds up or slows down, so that the volume level is consistent. Page FAV
Favorites : A maximum of 36 stations can be stored as favorites using the six softkeys located
below the radio station frequency tabs and by using the radio favorites page button FAV button.
Press FAV to go through up to six pages of favorites, each having six favorite stations available
per page. Page Storing a Radio Station as a Preset Radios that have numbered pushbuttons
store radio stations as presets. To store preset stations: 1. Press CAT to display the category
tabs on the radio display. XM Satellite Radio has a wide variety of programming and
commercial-free music, coast-to-coast, and in digital-quality sound. During your trial or when

you subscribe, you will get unlimited access to XM Radio Online for when you are not in the
vehicle. Sound is heard at a reduced volume and the elapsed time of the track displays. Release
to resume playing the track. RDM Random : Tracks can be listened to in random, rather than
sequential order. The CD player scans the bottom of the disc. If the bottom of a CD is damaged
it may not play properly or at all. Do not touch the bottom of a CD while handling it. Press again
and the system begins playing audio from the connected portable audio player. If a portable
audio player is not connected, No Aux Input Device may display. Track names longer than 32
characters or four pages are shortened. To use the softkeys: 1. Press the softkey below 2. Page
Bluetooth Channel Unavail: This previously assigned channel is no longer assigned. Tune to
another station. If this station was one of the presets, choose another station for that preset
button. No Artist Info: No artist information is available at this time on this channel. The system
is working properly. No Title Info: No song title information is available at this time on this
channel. Page Voice Recognition Voice Recognition The Bluetooth system uses voice
recognition to interpret voice commands to dial phone numbers and name tags. Noise: Keep
interior noise levels to a minimum. The system may not recognize voice commands if there is
too much background noise. When to Speak: A short tone sounds after the system responds
indicating when it is waiting for a voice command. See the cell phone manufacturers user guide
for Bluetooth functions before pairing the cell phone. If a Bluetooth phone is not connected,
calls will be made using OnStar Calling, if available. Press and hold for two seconds. The
system lists all the paired Bluetooth devices. Page Using the Store Command The store
command allows a phone number to be stored without entering the digits individually. Page
Deleting Name Tags 3. The system will repeat back the digit it heard followed by a tone.
Continue entering digits until the number to be stored is complete. To use the delete command:
1. Say the entire number without pausing. Page Receiving A Call 3. Say the name tag of the
person to call. While on a call press. The radio does not operate if it is stolen or moved to a
different vehicle. Audio Steering Wheel Controls Vehicles with audio steering wheel controls
could differ depending Press and hold while listening to a song until the contents of the current
folder display on the radio display. Press and hold to go back to the previous folder list. Just as
with FM, tall buildings or hills can interfere with satellite radio signals, causing the sound to
fade in and out. Here are some driving tips to get the best fuel economy possible. You can have
a serious â€” or even fatal â€” collision if you drive after drinking. Do not drink and drive or ride
with a driver who has been drinking. Braking action involves perception time and reaction time.
Deciding to push the brake pedal is perception time. Actually doing it is reaction time. Average
reaction time is about three-fourths of a second. But that is only an average. The brake system
on SS models is designed for superior fade resistance and consistent operation using high
performance brake pads. Brake noise and brake dust are normal and do not affect system
performance. A slight brake pedal pulsation might be felt or some noise noticed, but this is
normal. Braking in Emergencies At some time, nearly every driver gets into a situation that
requires hard braking. Page Electronic Stability Control Esc Electronic Stability Control ESC
The vehicle has an Electronic Stability Control ESC system which combines antilock brake, and
traction and stability control systems that help the driver maintain directional control of the
vehicle in most driving conditions. When the vehicle is started and begins to move, the system
performs several diagnostic checks to ensure there are no problems. Competitive Driving Mode
allows the driver to have full control of the front wheels while the ESC system helps maintain
directional control of the vehicle by selective This is especially useful in slippery road
conditions. The system operates only if it senses that the front wheels are spinning too much or
are beginning to lose traction. The DIC displays the appropriate message as described
previously when the button is pressed. Traction Control Operation Traction control limits wheel
spin by reducing engine power to the wheels engine speed management and by applying
brakes to each individual wheel brake-traction control as necessary. The system operates only
if it senses that one or both of the front wheels are spinning or beginning to lose traction. When
this light is on solid, the system will not limit wheel spin. Page Steering Steering Electric Power
Steering If the engine stalls while driving, the power steering assist system will continue to
operate until you are able to stop the vehicle. If power steering assist is lost because the
electric power steering system is not functioning, the vehicle can be steered but it will take
more effort. Page Steering In Emergencies Steering in Emergencies There are times when
steering can be more effective than braking. If the level of the shoulder is only slightly below the
pavement, recovery should be fairly easy. Ease off the accelerator and then, if there is nothing
in the way, steer so that the vehicle straddles the edge of the pavement. Page Skidding In a
skid, a driver can lose control of the vehicle. Defensive drivers avoid most skids by taking
reasonable care suited to existing conditions, and by not overdriving those conditions. But
skids are always possible. After reviewing your warranty book, please see the GM Performance

Parts website or catalog and contact the race sanctioning bodies, for example Sports Car Club
of America SCCA or Grand American, for parts and equipment required for racing or other
competitive driving. Windows clean â€” inside and outside? Page Winter Driving Winter Driving
Driving on Snow or Ice Drive carefully when there is snow or ice between the tires and the road,
creating less traction or grip. Avoid driving on wet ice or in freezing rain until roads can be
treated with salt or sand. This may cause exhaust gases to get inside. Engine exhaust contains
carbon monoxide CO which cannot be seen or smelled. It can cause unconsciousness and even
death. If the vehicle has a traction system, it can often help to free a stuck vehicle. Turn off any
traction system. Shift back and forth between R Reverse and a forward gear, or with a manual
transmission, between 1 First or 2 Second and R Reverse , spinning the wheels as little as
possible. Determine the combined weight of the driver and passengers that will be riding in your
vehicle. Page Towing If you put things inside your vehicle â€” like suitcases, tools, packages, or
anything else â€” they will go as fast as the vehicle goes. If you have to stop or turn quickly, or
if there is a crash, they will keep going. Some vehicles have restrictions on how far and how
long they can tow. Remember to reinstall the fuse once the destination has been reached. For
example, if the trailer is too heavy, the brakes may not work well â€” or even at all. Make sure
the rig will be legal, not only where you live but also where you will be driving. A good source
for this information can be state or provincial police. Page Weight Of The Trailer Tongue Weight
of the Trailer Tongue The tongue load A of any trailer is an important weight to measure
because it affects the total gross weight of the vehicle. The Gross Vehicle Weight GVW includes
the curb weight of the vehicle, any cargo carried in it, and the people who will be riding in the
vehicle. Page Consider the following example: A vehicle model base weight is 5, lbs 2 kg ; 2, lbs
1 kg at the front axle and 2, lbs 1 kg at the rear axle. The only way to be sure it is not exceeding
any of these ratings is to weigh the vehicle and trailer. Page Making Turns During the trip, check
occasionally to be sure that the load is secure, and that the lamps and any trailer brakes are still
working. Following Distance Stay at least twice as far behind the vehicle ahead as you would
when driving the vehicle without a trailer. This can help to avoid situations that require heavy
braking and sudden turns. Extended, higher than normal engine and transmission temperatures
may result and damage the vehicle. Frequent stops are very important to allow the engine and
transmission to cool. Let up on the brake pedal. Drive slowly until the trailer is clear of the
chocks. You will receive genuine GM parts and GM-trained and supported service people. See
Maintenance Record on page Some gasolines contain an octane-enhancing additive called
methylcyclopentadienyl manganese tricarbonyl MMT. We recommend against the use of
gasolines containing MMT. See Additives on page for additional information. To help avoid
injuries to you and others, read and follow all the instructions on the pump island. Turn off the
engine when you are refueling. Page The tethered fuel cap is located behind a hinged fuel door
on the passenger side of the vehicle. If the vehicle has E85 fuel capability, the fuel cap will be
yellow and state that E85 or gasoline can be used. Page When replacing the fuel cap, turn it
clockwise until it clicks. Make sure the cap is fully installed. The diagnostic system can
determine if the fuel cap has been left off or improperly installed. This would allow fuel to
evaporate into the atmosphere. See Malfunction Indicator Lamp on page Static electricity
discharge from the container can ignite the fuel vapor. You can be badly burned and the vehicle
damaged if this occurs. Pull the interior hood release lever with this symbol on it. Then go to the
front of the vehicle and push the secondary hood release lever to the left. Windshield Washer
Fluid Reservoir. Pressure Cap. See Pressure Cap on page Coolant Recovery Tank. Page When
you open the hood on the 2. Page Engine Oil A. This section explains what kind of oil to use.
These numbers on an oil container show its viscosity, or thickness. Page For Vehicles with the
2. However, not all synthetic oils will meet this GM standard. Both provide easier cold starting
for the engine at extremely low temperatures. Whenever the oil is changed, reset the system so
it can calculate when the next oil change is required. Never dispose of oil by putting it in the
trash, pouring it on the ground, into sewers, or into streams or bodies of water. Pull the entire
system from the top of the engine. Turn the system over and place it on a soft, non-abrasive
surface. Remove the screws that hold the housing and cover together and lift off the cover.
Reverse the steps to reinstall the system. Be sure to reinstall the housing tightly. Have it
repaired as soon as possible. Keep hands, clothing, and tools away from any underhood
electric fan. Plain water, or some other liquid such as alcohol, can boil before the proper coolant
mixture will. With plain water or the wrong mixture, the engine could get too hot but you would
not get the overheat warning. Page Checking Coolant Checking Coolant The vehicle must be on
a level surface when checking the coolant level. The coolant recovery tank cap has this symbol
on it. Coolant contains ethylene glycol and it will burn if the engine parts are hot enough. Do not
spill coolant on a hot engine. Page If no coolant is visible in the coolant recovery tank, add
coolant at the pressure cap as follows: 1. Remove the pressure cap when the cooling system,

including the pressure cap and upper radiator hose, is no longer hot. Turn the pressure cap
slowly counterclockwise. If you hear a hiss, wait for that to stop. Page Pressure Cap 8. Stay
away from the engine if you see or hear steam coming from it. Just turn it off and get everyone
away from the vehicle until it cools down. Page Adding Washer Fluid If the temperature
overheat gage is no longer in the overheat zone or an overheat warning no longer displays, the
vehicle can be driven. Continue to drive the vehicle slow for about 10 minutes. Keep a safe
vehicle distance from the car in front of you. If the warning does not come back on, continue to
drive normally. Page Brakes Brakes Brake Fluid The brake master cylinder and, on manual
transmission vehicles, the clutch hydraulic system use the same reservoir. See Engine
Compartment Overview on page for the location of the reservoir. See Recommended Fluids and
Lubricants on page This helps keep dirt from entering the reservoir. Page Brake Adjustment
Brake Wear This vehicle has front disc brakes and could have rear drum brakes or rear disc
brakes. Disc brake pads have built-in wear indicators that make a high-pitched warning sound
when the brake pads are worn and new pads are needed. Its many parts have to be of top
quality and work well together if the vehicle is to have really good braking. The vehicle was
designed and tested with top-quality brake parts. When parts of the braking system are replaced
â€” Be sure to use the following steps to do it safely. Page Notice: If you leave the radio or other
accessories on during the jump starting procedure, they could be damaged. The repairs would
not be covered by the warranty. Always turn off the radio and other accessories when jump
starting the vehicle. Keep your hands away from moving parts once the engine is running.
Check that the jumper cables do not have loose or missing insulation. If they do, you could get
a shock. Page Notice: If the jumper cables are connected or removed in the wrong order,
electrical shorting may occur and damage the vehicle. The repairs would not be covered by the
vehicle warranty. Always connect and remove the jumper cables in the correct order, making
sure that the cables do not touch each other or other metal. The aim has been preset at the
factory and should need no further adjustment. However, if the vehicle is damaged in a crash,
the headlamp aim may be affected and adjustment may be necessary. Page To adjust the
vertical aim: 1. Open the hood. See Hood Release on page for more information. Find the aim
dot on the lens of the low-beam headlamp. Measure the distance from the ground to the aim dot
on the low-beam headlamp. Page Driver Side Shown 7. Locate the vertical headlamp aiming
screws, which are under the hood near each headlamp assembly. The adjustment screw can be
turned with a 6 mm hex socket. Turn the vertical aiming screw until the headlamp beam is aimed
to the horizontal tape line. You or others could be injured. Page To replace the headlamp, turn
signal, or parking lamp bulb: 1. Turn the wheel to access the wheel well. Remove the fasteners
located on the wheel liner. Reach in behind the wheel well liner and locate the bulb to be
changed. Open the liftgate. See Liftgate on page Remove the center trim located near the top of
the liftgate. Turn the bulb socket counterclockwise and pull it straight out of the lamps
assembly. Back-up Lamp To replace one of these bulbs: 1. Remove the cover in the rear cargo
area of the vehicle to access the bulbs. Page License Plate Lamp 6. Push the bulb socket
straight into the lamp assembly and turn it clockwise to lock it into place. Reinstall the cover.
License Plate Lamp To replace one of these bulbs: 1. Remove the two screws holding each of
the license plate lamps to the fascia. See Scheduled Maintenance on page for more information
on wiper blade inspection. Replacement blades come in different types and are removed in
different ways. For the proper type and length, see Maintenance Replacement Parts on page
Remove the protective cap from the wiper arm. If the protective cap is not removed before lifting
the wiper arm, the wiper arm could be damaged. Pull the wiper arm away from the backglass
and into the service position. These tires are designed for very responsive driving on wet or dry
pavement. Air pressure is expressed in pounds per square inch psi or kilopascal kPa.
Accessory Weight This means the combined weight of optional accessories. See Loading the
Vehicle on page Intended Outboard Sidewall an asymmetrical tire, that must always face
outward when mounted on a vehicle. Kilopascal kPa The metric unit for air pressure. Radial Ply
Tire A pneumatic tire in which the ply cords that extend to the beads are laid at 90 degrees to
the centerline of the tread. It is not. Your vehicle has also been equipped with a TPMS
malfunction indicator to indicate when the system is not operating properly. The TPMS is
designed to warn the driver when a low tire pressure condition exists. If your vehicle has this
feature, TPMS sensors are mounted onto each tire and wheel assembly, excluding the spare tire
and wheel assembly. Page Tire Inspection And Rotation 8. The driver side rear turn signal
comes on to indicate that corner sensor is ready to be learned. Proceed to the driver side rear
tire, and repeat the procedure in Step 5. After hearing the single horn chirp for the driver side
rear tire, two additional horn chirps sound to indicate the tire learning process is done. Page
Any time you notice unusual wear, rotate the tires as soon as possible and check wheel
alignment. Also check for damaged tires or wheels. Use only radial-ply tires with the wheels on

the vehicle. Page Uniform Tire Quality Grading Uniform Tire Quality Grading Quality grades can
be found where applicable on the tire sidewall between tread shoulder and maximum section
width. Sustained high temperature can cause the material of the tire to degenerate and reduce
tire life, and excessive temperature can lead to sudden tire failure. This way, you will be sure to
have the right wheel, wheel bolts, wheel nuts, and TPMS sensors for your vehicle. See Hazard
Warning Flashers on page The vehicle can slip off the jack and roll over or fall on you or other
people. Wheel Block B. Flat Tire The following information explains how to use the jack and
change a tire. Page 3. Turn the retainer counterclockwise to remove the tire cover. Remove the
tire cover. Gently pull it up and out of the trunk. See Compact Spare Tire on page Page Turn the
plastic wheel nut counterclockwise to loosen the wheel wrench from the jack. Press the button
and then pull on the end of the wheel wrench to extend the handle. Do a safety check before
proceeding. See Changing a Flat Tire on page for more information. Using the wheel wrench,
loosen all the wheel nuts. Do not remove them yet. If the vehicle slips off the jack, you could be
badly injured or killed. Never get under a vehicle when it is supported only by a jack. Page 5.
The wheel could come off and cause an accident. Reinstall the wheel nuts with the rounded end
of the nuts toward the wheel. Tighten each nut by hand until the wheel is held against the hub.
The compact spare tire will not clear the front brakes. Page 4. Raise the vehicle by turning the
jack handle clockwise. Remove all the wheel nuts and take off the tire. When changing a wheel,
remove any rust or dirt from places where the wheel attaches to the vehicle. Perform a rear tire
change by removing the rear tire and installing the compact spare tire in the rear wheel location.
See Rear Tire Changing Procedure in this section. Install the tire. Page 7. Remove any rust or
dirt from the wheel bolts, mounting surfaces, and wheel. Place the tire on the wheel mounting
surface. Tighten each by hand until the wheel is held against the hub. See Liftgate on page for
more information. Put back all tools as they were stored in the rear storage compartment and
put the compartment cover back on. Page Aluminum Wheel Steel Wheel 8. Route the hook end
of the strap through the wheel. Page 9. Attach the strap to the cargo tie-downs in the rear of the
vehicle. Slide the buckle to tighten the tie-down strap. Storing the Compact Spare Tire and
Tools Use the diagram as a guide for storing the compact spare tire once you are done using it.
Page Compact Spare Tire 4. Secure the jack and wheel wrench E with the wing nut D. Make sure
the bolt G passes through the wheel center. Install the spare tire cover B. Although not always
visible, dust and dirt can accumulate on the upholstery. Dirt can damage carpet, fabric, leather,
and plastic surfaces. Regular vacuuming is recommended to remove particles from the
upholstery. Page Leather 4. Continue to gently rub the soiled area until the cleaning cloth
remains clean. If the soil is not completely removed, use a mild soap solution and repeat the
cleaning process that was used with plain water. If any of the soil remains, a commercial fabric
cleaner or spot lifter may be necessary. If a more thorough cleaning is necessary, a clean soft
cloth dampened with a mild soap solution can be used to gently remove dust and dirt. Never
use spot lifters or removers on plastic surfaces. Notice: Certain cleaners contain chemicals that
can damage the emblems or nameplates on the vehicle. Check the cleaning product label. If it
states that it should not be used on plastic parts, do not use it on the vehicle or damage may
occur and it would not be covered by the warranty. Keep the wheels clean using a soft clean
cloth with mild soap and water. Rinse with clean water. After rinsing thoroughly, dry with a soft
clean towel. A wax may then be applied. Page Tires Tires To clean the tires, use a stiff brush
with tire cleaner. When applying a tire dressing, always wipe off any overspray from all painted
surfaces on the vehicle. It appears on a plate in the front corner of the instrument panel, on the
driver side. It can be seen through the windshield from outside the vehicle. Some add-on
electrical equipment can keep other components from working as they should. Page Fuses And
Circuit Breakers Fuses and Circuit Breakers The wiring circuits in the vehicle are protected from
short circuits by a combination of fuses, circuit breakers and fusible thermal links. This greatly
reduces the chance of damage caused by electrical problems. Look at the silver-colored band
inside the fuse. If the band is broken or melted, replace the fuse. Please refer to Maintenance
Replacement Parts on page for more information. Page Section 6 Maintenance Schedule Page
Maintenance Schedule Maintenance Schedule Introduction Important: Keep engine oil at the
proper level and change as recommended. Have you purchased the GM Protection Plan? The
Plan supplements the vehicle warranties. Have the vehicle serviced as soon as possible within
the next miles 1 km. It is possible that, if driving under the best conditions, the engine oil life
system may not indicate that vehicle service is necessary for over a year. See Engine Oil on
page Reset oil life system. See Engine Oil Life System on page An Emission Control Service.
Visually check for any leaks or damage. See footnote j. Page Perform any needed additional
services. Inspect suspension and steering components. See footnote b. Inspect engine cooling
system. See footnote c. Inspect wiper blades. See footnote d. Inspect restraint system
components. See footnote e. Lubricate body components. Service and Miles Kilometers Inspect

fuel system for damage or leaks. Inspect exhaust system for loose or damaged components.
Inspect disc brake pads for wear and rotors for surface condition. Inspect other brake parts,
including drums, wheel cylinders, calipers, parking brake, etc. Failure to keep the engine oil at
the proper level can cause damage to the engine not covered by the vehicle warranty. If the
vehicle moves, you or others could be injured. Before starting this check, be sure there is
enough room around the vehicle. It should be parked on a level surface. You or others could be
injured and property could be damaged. Make sure there is room in front of the vehicle in case it
begins to roll. Be ready to apply the regular brake at once should the vehicle begin to move.
Page Maintenance Record Maintenance Record After the scheduled services are performed,
record the date, odometer reading, who performed the service, and the type of services
performed in the boxes provided. See Maintenance Requirements on page Any additional
information from Owner Checks and Services on page can be added on the following record
pages. You should retain all maintenance receipts. Sometimes, however, despite the best
intentions of all concerned, misunderstandings can occur. Page Online Owner Center â€” all in
one convenient place. TTY users in Canada can dial Customer Assistance Offices Chevrolet
encourages customers to call the toll-free number for assistance. Lomas de Bezares C.
Assistance is also given when the vehicle is stuck in the sand, mud, or snow. Diesel fuel
delivery may be restricted. Propane and other fuels are not provided through this service. If
your vehicle cannot be scheduled into the service department immediately, keep driving it until
it can be scheduled for service, unless, of course, the problem is safety-related. Page
Transportation Options Transportation Options Warranty service can generally be completed
while you wait. However, if you are unable to wait, GM helps to minimize your inconvenience by
providing several transportation options. Depending on the circumstances, your dealer can
offer you one of the following: Shuttle Service Shuttle service is the preferred means of offering
Courtesy Transportation. Page Collision Damage Repair Additional Program Information All
program options, such as shuttle service, may not be available at every dealer. All Courtesy
Transportation arrangements will be administered by appropriate dealer personnel. General
Motors reserves the right to unilaterally modify, change or discontinue Courtesy Transportation
at any time and to resolve all questions of claim eligibility pursuant to the terms and conditions
described Page Repair Facility Repair Facility We recommend that you choose a collision repair
facility that meets your needs before you ever need collision repairs. Page Service Manuals
Service Publications Ordering Information Service Manuals Service Manuals have the diagnosis
and repair information on engines, transmission, axle suspension, brakes, electrical, steering,
body, etc. Service Bulletins Service Bulletins give additional technical service information
needed to knowledgeably service General Motors cars and trucks. Each bulletin contains
instructions to assist in the diagnosis and service of your vehicle. For example, your vehicle
uses computer modules to monitor and control engine and transmission performance, to
monitor the conditions for airbag deployment and deploy airbags in a crash and, if so equipped,
to provide antilock braking to help the driver control the vehicle. Page Onstar Important: EDR
data is recorded by your vehicle only if a non-trivial crash situation occurs; no data is recorded
by the EDR under normal driving conditions and no personal data e. However, other parties,
such as law enforcement, could combine the EDR data with the type of personally identifying
data routinely acquired during a crash investigation. Page Appearance Care cont. Chemical
Paint Spotting Page Bulb Replacement Page Fuel Page Heater Page Lights Page Paint, Damage
Page Security Light Page Tire Pressure Light Page Vehicle Control Page Windshield Washer
Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up!
Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. All this technology, however, has left
safety manuals behind. Because people use their phones, tablets, and computers to access
them. Many of these older manuals were printed on paper, but the internet makes printing these
manuals less cost-effective and they can be lost forever. Now there are online manuals, as well.
These manuals are not only available online, but in PDF format so that they can be easily
downloaded from a website. One of the downsides to having an online manual is that you have
to pay for everyone that you download, so if you have a large number of manuals you will find
that you will need to purchase several times as many manuals as you already have in print. Not
everyone is familiar with the maintenance and repair of their car. If you are like many people,
you have a mechanic on your side. Of course, not everyone is willing to invest in a book or two
so it might be a good idea to check in with
2005 pontiac vibe manual
dodge caravan electrical problems
2004 sebring engine
a local mechanic to see if they will loan you a couple of books for your car maintenance needs.

A lot of mechanics have their own online manuals for their own customers, but there are also
manuals available for a fee online that you might consider borrowing. Finally, you could also
look into purchasing a user manual. This is something that people used to do when they first
bought their first car. Buying a manual from a previous owner was like getting a new car, except
that it costs you the same amount of money as a new car does. Used manuals might not be
nearly as old as a new manual, but they will still be pretty old and you can always borrow a few
from friends and family, who have plenty of knowledge in the maintenance of cars to share.
Also, have a look at a website that sells a wide variety of different manuals so that you can get
one for any car. You may find that by investing a little bit of time, effort, and money, you will find
the information that you need quickly and easily.

